PRODUCT INFORMATION

Marey has been on the Water Heater business since 1955! This fact alone shows a great competitive advantage.
We’ve seen many products in the market being sold at expensive pricing, and not having the same quality as Marey
units. So we decided to share with our sellers more technical aspects of the advantages of having a Marey water heater,
in order to promote high quality products at a competitive pricing.

PRODUCTS WITH CABLE INCLUDED:
The units that come with a cable are the ECO 035, 045, 085, 110, 126 and the Power Pak 110V and 220V.

FITTINGS:
The fittings for the ECO035 and ECO110 are in brass.
The Fittings for our Gas heaters the ETLs included are Brass for both the water IN and OUT (and cast aluminum for the
gas fitting).
The fittings for the ECO126, ECO180, ECO210, ECO240 and ECO270 are in stainless steel.
The main advantage is that they are both less prone to corrosion (even more so with the Stainless Steel). Also both these
alloys do not rust which is very important.

FRONT COVER: ECO180, ECO210, ECO240 and ECO270
The front cover of the ECO180, ECO210, ECO240 and ECO270 is in stainless steel.

ENVIRONMENTAL FRIENDLY PACKAGES of ECO035, ECO045, ECO085 ECO110, ECO180, ECO210, ECO240, ECO270:
Instead of FOAM, some of Marey units are shipped inside inflated plastic, which is better for the environmental.


In 2014 Marey started using air‐filling dunnage bags on packing in order to minimize environmental impact,
shipping weight, and cost of packing materials.



This is the most versatile proven method for securement



Marey is highly concerned for the environmental impact of the material used on our products.

OTHER ADVANTAGES of ECO110, ECO180, ECO210, ECO240, ECO270:

I.

The Aluminum Magnesium Alloy Casting prevents water and electric leakage.

II.

Stainless Steel water channel ensures a constant and stable temperature.

III.

Stainless Steel heating tube.

IV.

An insulated heat conducting magnesium power minimizes electric issues.

V.

The nickel‐chromium heating element, ensures heating efficiency.

Smart Technology – Multi Safety Devices of ECO035, ECO045, ECO085, ECO110, ECO180, ECO210, ECO240, ECO270:

•

ECO035, ECO045, ECO085: are “high and low heat” (but don’t allow to control the output temperature with an
exact number).

•

ECO110, ECO180, ECO210, ECO240, ECO270: Our products work with a Smart Technology feature, allowing the
customer to set the desired temperature (for example to set the unit to work at exactly 115F output water
temperature) , modulating the power to heat your water and maximizing energy savings.

•

The Smart Technology system is perfectly design to avoid corrosion and energy waste due to time of usage.

•

Flat heating tube, reduces the surface heat load, and is not in direct contact with the heating element increasing
the service life of heating element.

Other advantages of ECO110, ECO180, ECO210, ECO240, ECO270:

The touch pad interface with our ECOs is highly advantageous because without any moving parts it has almost no
chance of breaking.
Our display shows the requested temperature and then converts to the outgoing temperature.
Our power board regulates the temperature while only supplying power required to reach the set temperature resulting
in a safer and more cost friendly water heater.
Our heaters are activated by a magnetic flow sensor requiring a minimal amount of water to activate.
Our triacs are safely mounted to the heat exchanger with less chance of damaging other components.

Perfect to be used in a Hard Water environmental: ECO110, ECO180, ECO210, ECO240, ECO270:
Our units include a specially designed element where the water and the coils never connect. The water is separated
from the coils in a solid, aluminum channel. This provides both a level of safety and produces a longer life span for the
heating coils.

Water quality varies greatly by region. Sediment build up, due to poor water quality, can cause inefficient heating and
increase in energy usage; it can also reduce the life span of the unit. In regions where poor water quality is an issue, we
recommend that customers install a pre‐filter in line before the unit or install a model from the ECO line (110, 180, 210,
240, or 270) as this line has technology to reduce the likelihood of sediment build up.

Competitors comparison with our ECO110, ECO180, ECO210, ECO240, ECO270:

Heat Exchanger:
The heat exchanger for the existing competition is an older technology that Marey have improved upon. Competitors
have the exposed heating element directly in the water.
Marey ECO heater separates the heating elements and the water channel completely with solid aluminum providing
both a level of safety and providing a long life span for the heating elements.
Having a more consistent heat sink will avoid extreme high to low temperatures preventing undue ware. Let’s not leave
out that the stainless steel water channel is virtually corrosion and build up proof.

Fittings:
The Plumbing while may appear robust on some of our competitors, some have a thread that is not the NPT standard
used in the USA so they include (or not) two adapters to utilize an NPT fitting. We found that the seal is usually very
poor with the competitors and an excessive amount (over 15 revolutions) of plumbing tape had to be used and there
were still leaks. On the other hand, Marey has US standard NPT fittings!

PCB (Power Control Board) and Display:
While the knob and display adds a nice simplistic feature to the front of some competitors it only displays the requested
temperature, never indicating water flow or actual outgoing temperature as Marey unit does. Some can be converted
from Fahrenheit's to Celsius, but without giving the customer a proper temperature readout it leaves users with a
multitude of guess work.
Marey has a touch pad design that without moving parts has less chance of breaking. Our display shows the requested
temperature and then converts to the outgoing temperature. It too can display the temperature in F. or C. Our power
board actually regulates the temperature while only supplying the power required to reach the set temperature.
The competitors units which at a requested 140 degrees with a low flow produced a temperature of 155 degrees. This
temperature can produce severe burns to the skin within 1 second of contact. Marey units have safety devices to avoid
water to overheat, protecting the customers!

GA16LP, GA16LPD, GA16NG, GA6NGDP

The 16L unit comes with a new accessory. An adapter that converts the exhaust from 5” to 6”, for an easier installation.
The standard pipes for venting in the USA does not come in 5¨but it does on 6¨.

MINI TANK 10L

Our Mini Tank 10L – 2.5 gallon has an Outer casing – Flammable retardant ‐ ABS material.
Other brands user PP (polypropylene), so they are cheaper units, or they charge higher prices but with a lower product
quality.

BREAKERS

This is general information about Marey’s electric units breakers, that customers need to know prior to buy units to
avoid unnecessary returns. Please make sure your ads properly describe this installation requirements:

Product

Maximum
Product Power
Consumption
(Amps)

Pole

Minimum
Household Amps
Needed

MINI110
AQUA110
AQUA220
ECO035
PP110
PP220
ECO045
ECO085
SANTON
ECO110
ECO126
ECO180
ECO210
ECO240
ECO270
MINI TANK

23.5
23.5
16
29.2
10/40
10/40
37.5
38.6
37.5
45.8
50
75
88
100
112.5
20

single
single
double
single
single
double
single
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
single

30
30
20
40
10/40
10/40
50
50
50
60
60
2x50 (100)
3x40 (120)
3x40 (120)
3x50 (150)
20

